
Home of the WOLVES
Vision 

Magnolia Public Schools vision is to 
graduate students who are 

scientific thinkers that contribute 
to the global community as 

socially responsible and 
educated members of society.

mission 
Magnolia Public Schools provides a 
college preparatory educational 

program emphasizing science, 
technology, engineering, arts, and 

mathematics (STEAM) in a safe 
environment that cultivates 
respect for self and others. 





Summit Learning was developed by Summit
Public Schools over the course of 15 years, in 
partnership with nationally acclaimed learning 
scientists, researchers, and academics.

Dig into the research with the 
Science of Summit white paper: 
summitlearning.org/research

http://www.summitlearning.org/research


Mentoring
Students meet 1:1 with a 

dedicated mentor who knows 
them deeply and supports them 

in setting and achieving their 
short- and long-term goals. Projects

Students apply their acquired 
knowledge, skills, and habits to 

projects that prepare them for the 
real-world scenarios they’ll 

encounter in life after school.

 Self-Direction
Students are guided through a 

learning cycle that develops 
self-direction by teaching them how 

to set goals, make plans, 
demonstrate their skills and 

knowledge, and reflect.



Students meet 1:1 with a dedicated teacher/mentor 
who knows them deeply and supports them in setting 
and achieving their short and long-term goals.





PROJECTS
Students spend most of their time working with teachers 
and classmates on rich, real-world projects.





Students are guided through a learning cycle that 
develops self-direction by teaching them how to set 
goals, make plans, demonstrate their skills and 
knowledge, and reflect.







About This Section
● In this section, we’ll introduce the Summit Learning Platform, which is a free 

online tool, developed by teachers, that powers teaching and learning as part of 
the Summit Learning Program. 

● We will share examples about the Platform experience through a short video 
and screenshots of the Platform.



demo.summitlearning.org 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKgzIk3RRnU
http://demo.summitlearning.org








About This Section
● In this section, you’ll find more detail about the Summit Learning Program.

● The Summit Learning Program is a free program that gives schools the tools 
and resources to implement and tailor Summit Learning for their community.

● You will find detail on the size and scale of the Summit Learning Program, some 
video case studies, and details on how schools can apply!





Summit Learning 
Platform

A free online tool that 
supports a personalized 

approach to teaching and 
learning for students, 

teachers, and families.

Curricula & 
Assessment

Standards-aligned, 
customizable projects 
and content for grades 

5–12, made by teachers, 
for teachers.

Ongoing Support

Ongoing support from the 
Summit Learning team, a 
dedicated mentor, and a 
nationwide community of 

Summit Learning 
educators. 

Professional 
Development

In-person and on-demand 
professional development 

for Summit Learning 
educators.

A free program that gives schools the tools and resources to implement and tailor 
Summit Learning for their community.



72,640+
Students

3,790+
Teachers

380+
Schools

38
States and the 
District of Columbia

76%
District

18%
Charter

6%
Independent

A Growing Community



New schools continue to join the Summit Learning Program!

independent

charter

district

*2017–18 
data

= 20 schools

* Estimate

19 schools
130 teachers

2,231 students
11 states

132 schools
1,071 teachers
20,275 students

27 states

331 schools
3,165 teachers
60,551 students

39 states



Summit Learning schools reflect the diversity
of our nation’s communities.

72,640+ students
3,790+ teachers

380+ schools
38 states and the 

District of Columbia

76% district
18% charter

6% independent

48% urban
31% suburban

10% town
11% rural

Free or Reduced 
Lunch

English Language 
Learners

Special Education


